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-1 SAFETY: Ensure product is carefully secured when attached to your bicycle and check for stability and tightness of 
straps, buckles, velcro or any other component, to protect yourself and the objects you are carrying. BBR declines all 
liability in case of accidents resulting from the incorrect use of its products. 
For questions or concerns contact BBR Client Services (info@borsebiciresnati.it) 
-2 CARE : When positioned under your bike saddle the product has the tendency to collect dirt and dust over time. To 
refresh, use a damp, soft sponge or cloth, and simply wipe clean. Do not use abrasive materials or harsh chemicals. 
When completely free of dirt, proceed to step -3 (Drying). 
-3 DRYING AND WATER RESISTANCE: Our products are made of fine natural leathers that are treated for resistance to 
atmospheric agents and water. The zippers and internal shell are so designed to guarantee protection and isolation 
from external elements, like rain and snow, keeping contents dry. In case of prolonged exposure to water, the outer 
leather will inevitably absorb a percentage of moisture, altering the color but this is easily remedied. In this scenario, 
consult step -4 
-4 DRYING: Gently rub the surface of the product with a soft cloth or a dry sponge to remove any dirt, residue and 
water droplets, then let your  Whale° / Pocket air dry away from any excessive source of heat (radiators, wood-burning 
fireplaces, etc.). After cleaning and drying, you can treat the leather as specified in the above step (see step 5) should 
you desire, always making sure to avoid abrasive materials and aggressive chemicals. 
-5 SURFACE TREATMENT WITH CREAMS AND LEATHER CONDITIONERS: Our bags are made with care and when 
treated well are a lifetime investment. To ensure your product stands the test of time, we recommend treating the 
surface of the product at least once every 12 months or whenever needed, using products specifically formulated for 
high quality leathers (cream, polish or reviving/sealing agents). Never use aggressive or generic chemical products. For 
questions contact BBR Client Services (info@borsebiciresnati.it) 
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The product you have purchased was thoughtfully handcrafted in Italy using the highest quality treated leather. 

Over time, leather inevitably undergoes changes in color, texture, and grain that are a distinction not a defect, and 

tell a unique story. If treated properly, the product you have purchased will faithfully accompany you on your life 

long journey like a ‘trusted companion’. Our bags are designed with the cyclist/adventurer in mind to stand the test 

of time without compromise to durability, functionality, and safety.   

 


